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GEN ERAL I NT EL L I GEN CE
AN D REASON I N G
1. In the following question, select the related word
pair from the given alternatives.
Court : Judge : : ? : ?
(a) School : Teacher (b) Factory : Wages
(c) Company : Shares (d) Restaurant : Food
2. In the following question, select the related word
from the given alternatives.
AC : Cool : : Heater : ?
(a) Electricity
(b) Ray
(c) Heat
(d) Shine
3. In the following question, select the related word
from the given alternatives.
Milk : Drink : : Food : ?
(a) Drink
(b) Hot
(c) Table
(d) Eat
4. In the following question, select the related letters
from the given alternatives.
DRUM : JXAS : : CROP : ?
(a) AZSN
(b) IXUV
(c) UNSV
(d) JYVX
5. In the following question, select the related letters
from the given alternatives.
TOMB : ZOMV : : LYMP : ?
(a) PMSP
(b) FNCF
(c) NOWN
(d) NSHN
6. In the following question, select the related letters
from the given alternatives.
STOP : WQSM : : MORK : ?
(a) QLVH
(b) SLMH
(c) QPVS
(d) QLMT
7. In the following question, select the related
number from the given alternatives.
41 : 62 : : 37 : ?
(a) 60
(b) 58
(c) 74
(d) 82
8. In the following question, select the related
number from the given alternatives.
63 : 108 : : 42 : ?
(a) 32
(b) 8
(c) 16
(d) 12

9. In the following question, select the related
number from the given alternatives.
7 : 346 : : 9 : ?
(a) 515

(b) 343

(c) 732

(d) 636

10. In the following question, select the odd word from
the given alternatives.
(a) River

(b) Sea

(c) Lake

(d) Land

11. In the following question, select the odd word from
the given alternatives.
(a) Eagle

(b) Sparrow

(c) Rabbit

(d) Parrot

12. In the following question, select the odd word from
the given alternatives.
(a) Atlantic Ocean

(b) Australian Ocean

(c) Pacific Ocean

(d) Indian Ocean

13. In the following question, select the odd letters
from the given alternatives.
(a) DGJ

(b) QTW

(c) RUY

(d) XAD

14. In the following question, select the odd letters
from the given alternatives.
(a) WTQ

(b) YVS

(c) TQN

(d) FCX

15. In the following question, select the odd letters
from the given alternatives.
(a) SNI

(b) PKE

(c) FAV

(d) YTO

16. In the following question, select the odd number
pair from the given alternatives.
(a) 41 – 54

(b) 59 – 72

(c) 54 – 77

(d) 66 – 79

17. In the following question, select the odd number
from the given alternatives.
(a) 16 – 24

(b) 17 – 23.5

(c) 18 – 27

(d) 19 – 28.5

18. In the following question, select the odd number
pair from the given alternatives.
(a) 22 – 55

(b) 26 – 65

(c) 30 – 85

(d) 38 – 95
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19. Arrange the given words in the sequence in which
they occur in the dictionary.
1. Consideration

2. Consist

3. Conquer

4. Connect

5. Confusion
(a) 45312

(b) 54312

(c) 31542

(d) 13542

20. According to dictionary, which of the following
word will come at T H I RD position?
1. Emergence

2. Eminent

3. Eligible

4. Element

5. Elated
(a) Eligible

(b) Eminent

(c) Element

(d) Emergence

21. From the given alternatives, according to
dictionary, which word will come at L A ST
position?
(a) Hobble

(b) Historic

(c) Hinder

(d) Hold

22. A series is given with one term missing. Select
the correct alternative from the given ones that
will complete the series.
MOB, UWJ, CER, KMZ, ?
(a) IMV

(b) LKF

(c) SUH

(d) FIR

23. A series is given with one term missing. Select
the correct alternative from the given ones that
will complete the series.
FQ, JW, NC, ?
(a) OP

(b) QH

(c) SV

(d) RI

24. A series is given with one term missing. Select
the correct alternative from the given ones that
will complete the series.
L, G, B, ?, R, M
(a) A

(b) V

(c) W

(d) X

25. In the following question, select the missing
number from the given series.
76, 23, 99, 122, 221, ?
(a) 447

(b) 528

(c) 343

(d) 329

26. In the following question, select the missing
number from the given series.
46, 235, 945, 2840, 5685, ?
(a) 7218

(b) 6380

(c) 7445

(d) 5690
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27. In the following question, select the missing
number from the given series.
13, 13, 19.5, 39, 97.5, ?
(a) 393.5
(b) 191
(c) 312
(d) 292.5
28. Five cars are parked in a line. Honda is between
BMW and Suzuki, Toyota is ahead of Mercedes.
Suzuki is ahead of Toyota. Which is the second
car in the line?
(a) BMW
(b) Suzuki
(c) Honda
(d) Toyota
29. At a wedding A said to B that the groom was her
sister's son. B said that the bride was the daughter
-in-law of his brother. How are A and B related to
each other?
(a) B is A's brother's wife's sister.
(b) A is B's wife's brother's sister.
(c) A is B's brother's wife's sister.
(d) B is A's wife's brother's sister.
30. From the given alternative words select the word
which cannot be formed using the letters of the
given word.
FORFEITURE
(a) forte
(b) urate
(c) route
(d) fruit
31. If CONTEND is coded as XLMGVMW, then how
will SAY be coded as?
(a) HZB
(b) UCA
(c) RZX
(d) TBZ
32. In a certain code language, 8193 means ‘sow and
you reap', 9862 means ‘you and I go' and 8534
means ‘pig and sow eat'. Find the code for ‘sow'.
(a) 8
(b) 1
(c) 9
(d) 3
33. In a certain code language, ‘+' represents ‘–', ‘–'
represents ‘x', ‘x' represents ‘' and ‘' represents
‘+'. Find out the answer to the following question.
120 × 8 – 25  36 + 6 = ?
(a) 965
(b) 405
(c) 25
(d) 73
34. If 19 $ 266 = 14 and 8 $ 160 = 20, then find the
value of 9 $ 54 = ?
(a) 6
(b) 63
(c) 45
(d) 3
35. If A $ B means A is son of B, A # B means A is
brother of B and If A * B means A is father of B,
then what does X * Y # Z $ W mean?
(a) X is son's son of Z
(b) Z is father's father of Z
(c) X is son of Z
(d) X is father of Z
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36. Select the missing number from the given
responses.

7 4
4 10

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

3
?

1 5 4
(a) –6
(b) 1
(c) –1
(d) 14
Which of the following terms follows the trend of
the given list?
ABACBABAB, ABCABABAB, ACBABABAB,
CABABABAB, ABABABABC, ______________.
(a) ABABABCAB
(b) ABABACBAB
(c) ABABCABAB
(d) ABABABACB
A auto picks a passenger and travels West 3.5 km,
then it turns to its left and rides for another 2.5
km, then it turns East and rides for 6.5 km, then
it turns to its left and rides 2.5 km. Where is the
auto now with respect to its starting position?
(a) 3 km East
(b) 3 km West
(c) 10 km East
(d) 10 km West
Two taxis start from the same stand. Taxi A travels
10 km North, then turns to its right and travels
a further 7 km. Meanwhile Taxi B travels 6 km
West, then Turns South and travels 5 km, then it
turns to its left and travels 13 km. Where is Taxi
B with respect to Taxi A?
(a) 15 km North
(b) 15 km South
(c) 5 km South
(d) 5 km North
In the question two statements are given, followed
by two conclusions, I and II. You have to consider
the statements to be true even if it seems to be
at variance from commonly known facts. You
have to decide which of the given conclusions, if
any, follows from the given statements.
St at em en t I : All sky is blue
St at em en t I I : Some red is sky
Con cl u si on I : Some red is blue
Con cl u si on I I : All red is blue
(a) Only conclusion I follows
(b) Only conclusion II follows
(c) Both conclusions I and II follow
(d) Neither conclusion I nor conclusion II follows
In the question three statements are given, followed
by three conclusions, I, II and III. You have to
consider the statements to be true even if it seems
to be at variance from commonly known facts. You
have to decide which of the given conclusions, if
any, follows from the given statements.
St at em en t I : All race is running
St at em en t I I : Some running is sports
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Con cl u si on I : Some running is athletics
Con cl u si on I I : All athletics is sports
Con cl u si on I I I : Some running is race
(a) Only conclusions I and II follow
(b) Only conclusions II and III follow
(c) Only conclusions I and III follow
(d) All conclusions I, II and III follow
42. Which of the following cube in the answer figure
cannot be made based on the unfolded cube in
the question figure?

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

43. Which of the following answer figure patterns can
be combined to make the question figure?

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

St at em en t I I I : Some race is athletics
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44. In the following figure, square represents doctors,
triangle represents artists, circle represents circle
represents weight-lifters and rectangle represents
Russians. Which set of letters represents
Russians who are not doctors?

(a) EF

(b) HB

(c) GE

(d) DG

45. Which of the following Venn diagram represents
the relationship between Doctors, Men and Indians?

(a)

(c)
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47. From the given answer figures, select the one in
which the question figure is hidden/embedded.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

48. A piece of paper is folded and punched as shown below
in the question figures. From the given answer
figures, indicate how it will appear when opened.

(b)

(d)

46. Which answer figure will complete the pattern in
the question figure?

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

49. If a mirror is placed on the line MN, then which
of the answer figures is the right image of the
given figure?

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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50. A word is represented by only one set of numbers
as given in any one of the alternatives. The sets
of numbers given in the alternatives are
represented by two classes of alphabets as shown
in the given two matrices. The columns and rows
of Matrix-I are numbered from 0 to 4 and that of
Matrix-II are numbered from 5 to 9. A letter from
these matrices can be represented first by its row
and next by its column, for example ‘G' can be
represented by 31, 13 etc. and ‘X' can be
represented by 89, 75 etc. Similarly, you have to
identify the set for the word ‘AWRY'.
Matrix I

Matrix II

0 1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 9

0 B F B J B

5 O R N S P

1 F I C G M

6 S Y T S S

2 A A M L I

7 X T Y N Z

3 G G A F G

8 Q X Z P X

4 A D B E D

9 O W V V O

(a) 21, 78, 42, 56

(b) 32, 54, 98, 31

(c) 33, 77, 21, 12

(d) 20, 96, 56, 77

GEN ERAL AWAREN ESS
51. Which of the following is not taken into account
to estimate national income?
(a) Services of a personal secretary
(b) Services of a housewife
(c) Services of a car driver
(d) services of tourist guide
52. Parallel economy emerges due to _________.
(a) Tax Estimation
(b) Tax Compliance
(c) Tax Avoidance
(d) Tax Evasion
53. Approximately how much is the net area under
crops sown in India?
(a) 14 crore hectares (b) 20 crore hectares
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57. In which report of the Second Administrative
Reforms Commission has identified "CitizenCentric Administration" as barriers of Good
Governance in India?
(a) 6th Report

(b) 8th Report

(c) 10th Report

(d) 12th Report

58. Which Schedule of the Constitution of India lists
the States and Union Territories of India?
(a) First Schedule

(b) Second Schedule

(c) Third Schedule

(d) Fourth Schedule

59. As per the Constitution of India, who is authorized
to transfer the Judge of the High Court to another
High Court?
(a) The Chief Justice of India
(b) The Speaker of the Lok Sabha
(c) The President of India
(d) The Prime Minister of India
60. Which article of the Constitution of India ensures
the freedom of the press?
(a) Article 15

(b) Article 17

(c) Article 19

(d) Article 21

61. Who was the first Tirthankara of Jainism?
(a) Mahavir Swamy

(b) Ajinath

(c) Rishabhdev

(d) Parshwanath

62. Who was the first Gupta ruler to attain the title
of Maharajadhiraja?
(a) Chandragupta

(b) Sumdragupta

(c) Kumaragupta

(d) Skandagupta

63. Which one of the following kings was defeated by
Muhammad Ghori in the Battle of Chandawar?
(a) Prithviraj Chauhan
(b) Jai Chand
(c) Bhima II
(d) Kumarpala

(c) 22 crore hectares (d) 24 crore hectares
54. In which of the following year Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises Development Act (MSMED)
was passed?
(a) 2004
(b) 2005
(c) 2006
(d) 2007
55. As per Census of India-2011 which of the following
pairs of cities recorded the highest population?
(a) Delhi and Chennai (b) Delhi and Kolkata

64. Who among the following was bestowed with the
title of ‘Saheb-e-Alam Bahadur' by Bahadur Shah
during the uprising of 1857?

(c) Delhi and Mumbai (d) Mumbai and Chennai
56. "The state is everywhere: it leaves hardly a gap",
this statement explains the concept of _________.
(a) Welfare State
(b) Police State
(c) Democratic State (d) Communist State

66. Which of the following is considered to be the
largest volcano on Earth (in terms of its mass
and footprint)?

(a) Nana Sahib

(b) Birjis Qader

(c) Bakht Khan

(d) Tantia Tope

65. Who among the following was the President of
the Central Legislative Assembly in August 1925?
(a) C. R. Das

(b) Motilal Nehru

(c) M. R. Jayakar

(d) Vitthal Bhai Patel

(a) Ojos del Salado

(b) Mount Vesuvious

(c) Tamu Massif

(d) Mauna Kea
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67. Which of the following layers of the atmosphere
makes Radio Communication possible?
(a) Troposphere

(b) Thermosphere

(c) lonosphere

(d) Stratosphere

68. What is the name of mid-latitude grassland in
South America?
(a) Prairie

(b) Pampas

(c) Veld

(d) Steppes

69. Mahatma Gandhi Hydropower Project is situated
on which waterfall?
(a) Hundru

(b) Pykara

(c) Jog

(d) Shivsamudram

70. At which of the following hills the Eastern Ghats
join the Western Ghats?
(a) Palani Hills

(b) Mahendragiri Hills

(c) Nilgiri Hills

(d) Shevaroy Hills

71. Which state Government has launched the
‘RISHTA' project?
(a) Himachal Pradesh (b) Madhya Pradesh
(c) Arunachal Pradesh (d) Andhra Pradesh
72. At which of the following places India's first Tribal
Entrepreneurship Summit was held in November
2017?
(a) Bokaro

(b) Purulia

(c) Dantewada

(d) Kurnool

73. Pradhan Mantri Jan-Dhan Yojana is related to _____.
(a) Poverty removal

(b) Financial Service

(c) Rural Development (d) Housing for the poor
74. Who among the following has won a gold medal
at the World Weightlifting Championship-2017?
(a) S. Mirabai Chanu (b) C. Swara Reddy
(c) Usha Raut

(d) Surjeet Kaur

75. Who among the following has won a bronze medal
at the Olympics held in the year 1952?
(a) Milkha Singh

(b) Norman

(c) Harish Dhawan

(d) K. D. Jadhav

76. "The Unseen Indira Gandhi" is written by ______.
(a) Rana Ayub
(b) Dr. K. P. Mathur
(c) Bharat Kumar
(d) Tarun Khanna
77. Who among the following has received
Dronacharya Award in August 2017?
(a) Brij Bhushan Mohanty
(b) Prashanti Singh
(c) Jasvir Singh
(d) Sumarai Tete
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78. The Geographical Indication Registry of India has
presented geographical indication tag status to
which of the following?
(a) Banglar Rosogolla
(b) Mahabalipuram stone sculpture
(c) Banaganapalle mango
(d) All options are correct.
79. Which of the following countries have signed IBSA
trust fund agreement in October 2017?
(a) India, Brazil, USA
(b) India, Britain, South Africa
(c) Indonesia, Britain, USA
(d) India, Brazil, South Africa
80. Which is the neighbouring country of India where
rupee is NOT used as currency?
(a) Pakistan
(b) Nepal
(c) Sri Lanka
(d) Bangladesh
81. All the arithmetic and logical operations in a
computer are done by ______.
(a) ALU
(b) CU
(c) Register
(d) No option is correct.
82. What is the full form of ‘HTML' in computer
terminology?
(a) Hypertext Makeup Language
(b) Hypertext Markup Language
(c) Hybridtext Makeup Language
(d) Hybridtext Markup Language
83. When a substance loses oxygen during a reaction,
it is called ______.
(a) corrosion
(b) reduction
(c) oxidation
(d) Both corrosion and oxidation
84. Which of the following is NOT a form of calcium
carbonate?
(a) Lime water
(b) Lime stone
(c) Chalk
(d) Marble
85. Which element is most electronegative among
Arsenic, Nitrogen and Phosphorus?
(a) Nitrogen
(b) Phosphorus
(c) Arsenic
(d) All these elements have equal electro-negativity.
86. Which of the following statement(s) is/are
CORRECT for critical angle?
I. Refractive angle is 90.
II. Light ray goes from rarer to denser medium.
III. Light ray goes from denser to rarer medium.
(a) Only I and II
(b) Only I and III
(c) Only I
(d) No statement is correct
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87. To hear a distinct echo, the time interval between
the original sound and reflected sound must be
at least ______.
(a) 0.1 seconds

(b) 0.2 seconds

(c) 0.3 seconds

(d) 0.4 seconds

88. Which among the following is NOT a conductor
of electricity?
(a) Mercury

(b) Manganese

(c) Iron

(d) Ebonite

89. Which of the following statement is INCORRECT?
(a) An electric motor converts electric energy
into mechanical energy.
(b) An electric generator works on the principle
of electromagnetic induction.
(c) The magnetic field at the center of a long
circular coil carrying current will be parallel
straight lines.
(d) A wire with green insulation is usually the
live wire.

90. Under which condition real gas can work as an
ideal gas?
(a) High pressure and low temperature
(b) Low pressure and high temperature
(c) High pressure and high temperature
(d) Low pressure and low temperature
91. Scurvy is caused by deficiency of which vitamin?
(a) Vitamin A

(b) Vitamin B

(c) Vitamin C

(d) Vitamin D

92. Normal range of breathing rate per minute in an
average adult person at rest is ______.
(a) 9-12

(b) 12-18

(c) 21-24

(d) 30-30

93. Which of the following element is found in
haemoglobin?
(a) Calcium

(b) Iron

(c) Sodium

(d) Potassium

94. Internal fertilization occurs ______.
(a) inside female body (b) outside female body
(c) inside male body

(d) outside male body

95. The eye lens forms which type of image on retina?
(a) Erect and real

(b) Inverted and real

(c) Erect and virtual (d) Inverted and virtual
96. Influenza disease is caused by which of the following?
(a) Bacteria
(b) Virus
(c) Fungi
(d) Protozoan
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97. Which of the following is responsible for turning
Taj Mahal yellow?
(a) Carbon dioxide
(b) Nitrogen
(c) Chlorine
(d) Sulphur dioxide
98. Which among the following helps in monitoring
air pollution?
(a) Lichen
(b) Bacteria
(c) Fungi
(d) Algae
99. Which of the following is NOT a particulate
pollutant?
(a) Dust
(b) Ozone
(c) Soot
(d) Smoke
100. Grassland ecosystem has which type of biomass
pyramid?
(a) Upright
(b) Inverted
(c) Both upright and inverted
(d) No option is correct

EL ECT RI CAL
101. Potential difference is measured in ___________.
(a) Watt

(b) Joule

(c) Volts

(d) Ampere

102. Which of the following statement is TRUE about
the resistance of a conductor?
(a) Resistance of a conductor does not depend
upon the length.
(b) Resistance of a conductor does not depend
upon the material.
(c) Resistance of a conductor does not depend
upon the temperature.
(d) Resistance of a conductor does not depend
upon the pressure.
103. In series combination of resistance, the current
through each resistance is _________.
(a) higher in largest resistance
(b) lower in largest resistance
(c) same in each resistance
(d) higher in smaller resistance

104. Siemens is the S.I unit of _____________.
(a) resistance

(b) conductance

(c) capacitance

(d) inductance

105. Determine the conductance (in Mho) of a
conductor, when the value of current that flows
through the conductor is 2 A and the potential
difference between the ends of the conductor is
40 V.
(a) 0.04

(b) 0.05

(c) 0.62

(d) 0.24
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106. What will be the value of equivalent capacitance,
if three capacitors having capacitance C are
connected in series?
(a) 3 C

(b) C/3

(c) 6 C

(d) C/6

107. Determine the resistance (in ohms) of a 14 m
long circular wire when the diameter and
the conductivity of the wire are 0.6 m and
12 mho/metre respectively.
(a) 1.79

(b) 2.84

(c) 3.64

(d) 4.17

108. What will be the color-coding of a resistor when
the resistance of the resistor is 50 + 2% ohms?
(a) Green-Black-Brown-Red
(b) Green-Black-Black-Brown
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113. What will be the potential difference (in V)
between the terminals of the resistor of 8 ohms,
when the current through the resistor is 3 A?
(a) 24

(b) 22

(c) 36

(d) 30

114. Which one of the following expression is the
expression of maximum power theorem?

VTh
(a) Pmax  R
Th

(b) Pmax 

2
VTh
2R Th

2
VTh
RL

(d) Pmax 

2
VTh
4R L

(c) Pmax 

115. Determine the value of source impedance (in
Ohms) for transmitting maximum power to the
load in the circuit given below.

(c) Yellow-Brown-Black-Red
(d) Green-Black-Black-Red
109. What will be the value of current (in A) drawn
from a 4 V battery when a wire of 20 ohms
resistance is stretched to double its original length
and then cut into two equal parts and these equal
parts are connected in parallel with the battery?
(a) 2

(b) 4

(c) 0.2

(d) 0.4

110. Determine the heat dissipated (in Joule) through
a conductor of 10 ohms resistance, when 1 A of
current is flowing through the conductor for 5
seconds.

(a) 7 + j3

(b) 7 – j3

(c) 3 + j7

(d) 3 – j7

116. Determine the voltage (in V) between point A and
B for the given electrical circuit.

(a) 50
(b) 40
(c) 20
(d) 60
111. Which one of the following statement is TRUE
about Kirchhoff ’s current law?
(a) The sum of currents entering a node is greater
than the sum of currents leaving the node.
(b) The sum of currents entering a node is smaller
than the sum of currents leaving the node.

(a) 40

(b) 20

(c) 60

(d) 30

117. What will be Norton’s resistance (in ohms)
between terminals A and B for the given electrical
circuit?

(c) The sum of currents entering a node is equal
to the sum of currents leaving the node.
(d) The sum of currents entering a node is twice
the sum of currents leaving the node.
112. Tellegen’s theorem is based on the principle of
law of ______________.
(a) conservation of charge
(b) conservation of mass
(c) conservation of velocity
(d) conservation of energy

(a) 18
(b) 12
(c) 9
(d) 6
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118. What will the maximum power (in W) transferred
from the source to the load to the circuit given
below?
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122. Which one of the following statement is TRUE
about the magnetic lines of force?
(a) The magnetic lines of force travel from South
pole to North pole outside the magnet.
(b) The magnetic lines of force travel from North
pole to South pole inside the magnet.
(c) Magnetic lines of force never form a closed
path.
(d) Two magnetic lines of force do not cut each
other.

(a) 40

(b) 20

(c) 30

(d) 50

123. Which one of the following material is considered
as a non-magnetic material?
(a) Diamagnetic material

119. Determine the total power delivered (in W) by
the voltage source in the circuit given below.

(b) Ferromagnetic material
(c) Ferrimagnetic material
(d) Anti-ferrimagnetic
124. Determine the current through a coil (in A), if
the coil has 140 turns and produces mmf of 14
Amp-turns.
(a) 0.3

(b) 0.4

(c) 0.6

(d) 0.1

125. On which of the following parameters the eddy
current loss occurring in a material does not
depend?
(a) Magnetic flux Density
(a) 264

(b) 246

(c) 268

(d) 288

(b) Frequency of variation of flux
(c) Susceptibility

120. What will be the value of current (in A) through
R3 resistor, if a source of 3 V with internal
resistance 3 is connected at P-Q terminals with
positive terminal at P?

(d) Volume of the material
126. Determine the flux (in Wb) through a coil when
the reluctance of the coil is 4 Amp-turns/Wb and
the produced mmf is 48 Amp-turns.
(a) 10

(b) 12

(c) 14

(d) 16

127. Determine the magnetic field strength (in A/m)
of a material when the intensity of magnetization
of the material is 0.084 Amp/m and the magnetic
susceptibility of the material is 0.0012.
(a) 1.2

(b) 1.6

(c) 2.2

(d) 2.6

121. Which one of the following is the CORRECT
expression for Biot-Savart law?
(a)

 B.dl  µ0  l

(c) dB 

idl sin 
r2

q
(b) E  
0
(d) dB 

ir 2 sin 
dl

(a) 70

(b) 700

(c) 0.7

(d) 0.07

128. Determine the coupling factor between two coils
each having self-inductance of 40 mH and the
mutual inductance between them is 40 mH.
(a) 2
(b) 0.5
(c) 1
(d) 0.75
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129. Determine the eddy current loss (in W) in a
material having eddy current coefficient of 1,
thickness of 0.03 m and volume of 2 cubic metre
which is kept in a magnetic field of maximum
flux density of 3 T and supplied by a frequency of
50 Hz.
(a) 35.5

(b) 30.5

(c) 25.5

(d) 40.5

130. Determine the magnitude of magnetic field
(in mT) at the center of a 50 cm long solenoid, if
the solenoid has 300 turns and carrying a current
of 5 A.
(a) 2.61

(b) 2.66

(c) 4.64

(d) 3.77

131. What is the total impedance (in Ohms) of the
series RLC circuit containing resistance of 8
Ohms, capacitive reactance of 2 Ohms and
inductive reactance of 8 Ohms connected in series
across a 100 V, 50 Hz supply?
(a) 10

(b) 18

(c) 14

(d) 8
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136. The maximum voltage induced in the coil is 200 V
and the rotation angle of the coil is 45 degrees
with respect to the coil. Find the instantaneous
value of the sinusoidal waveform produced.
(a) 200 sin 45°

200

200

cos 45
2
2
137. For a pure sinusoidal waveform the form factor
and crest factor are_____ and ______ respectively.
(c)

sin 45

(b) 200 cos 45°
(d)

(a) 1.414, 1.11

(b) 1.11, 1.414

(c) 11.1, 14.14

(d) 14.14, 11.1

138. A sinusoidal voltage applied across a series R-C
circuit is given by 40 sintV. The current flowing
in the circuit is 20 sin(t + 45°)A. Determine the
value of average power (in W).
(a) 282.84

(b) 286.64

(c) 288.04

(d) 292.24

139. A constant voltage of 60 V is applied at t = 0 across
a series R-L circuit as shown in the figure.
Determine the current (in A) in the circuit at t = 0 +

132. What is the rms value of the alternating voltage
(in V) having a peak value of 1000 V?
(a) 1414

(b) 707

(c) 141.4

(d) 70.777

133. Calculate the quality factor of the resonant series
RLC circuit, if its bandwidth is 30 Hz.
(a) 30

(b) 15

(c) 2/30

(d) 1/30

134. The line current for a balanced delta connected
system is 10 A. Calculate the value of phase
current (in A).
(a) 10

(b) 17.32

(c) 5.77

(d) 11

135. For the circuit shown below, the voltage (in V)
across 4mF capacitor is ________.

(a) 4

(b) 3

(c) 0

(d) 2

140. Determine the value of inductor (in mH)
connected in parallel with a capacitance of 5 F
having a quality factor 6. Assume the resonant
frequency of 5 rad/s.
(a) 8

(b) 7

(c) 9

(d) 8.5

141. Wien’s bridge is used to measure ________.
(a) Power

(b) energy

(c) phase angle

(d) frequency

142. Ammeter and voltmeter are connected across the
load in _______ and _______ respectively.

(a) 37.3

(b) parallel, series

(c) series, series

(d) parallel, parallel

143. The deflection sensitivity of the CRO is 10 m/V.
What is the value of deflection factor (in V/m)?

(b) 3.73
(c) 0.373
(d) 37

(a) series, parallel

(a) 10

(b) 0.1

(c) 1

(d) 0.01
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144. The current required for full scale deflection of a
voltmeter is 10 mA. Find the sensitivity (in ohms/V)
of the voltmeter.
(a) 100

(b) 10

(c) 0.01

(d) 0.001

145. Calculate the fastest rise time (in ms) a sine wave
can have to be reproduced by a CRO, if the
bandwidth ranges from 0 Hz to 10 Hz.
(a) 17.5

(b) 0.35

(c) 35

(d) 1.75

146. Which of the following is N O T the correct
representation of the balanced condition of AC
bridges?
(a) l1 = l3, l2 = l4

(b) Z1  Z4  Z2  Z3

(c) 1  4  2  3

(d) Z1 Z4  Z2 Z3

147. A 10 mA meter having an internal resistance of
100 Ohms is to be converted to 0-200 mA ammeter.
What value of shunt resistance (in ohms) is
required?
(a) 5.26

(b) 5

(c) 10.52

(d) 10

148. A 3 phase – 110 V motor has a power factor of 0.5.
The two wattmeters connected measure the total
input of 50 kW. Calculate the reading (in kW) of
each wattmeter.
(a) 0, 150

(b) 100, 50

(c) 0, 50

(d) 50, 50

149. The inductance of a moving iron instrument is
(10 + 6) µH, where is the deflection in radian
from zero position. Assuming spring constant
k = 10 × 10–6 Nm/rad, the deflection (in rad) for a
current of 6 A is _______.
(a) 10.8

(b) 10

(c) 9.8

(d) 9

150. What will happen to the operating torque of
moving iron instrument, if current through the
operating coil is halved?
(a) Halved
(b) Doubled
(c) Remain same
(d) One-fourth
151. Which of the following generators are used in arc
welding
(a) shunt generators
(b) series generators
(c) cumulative compound generators
(d) differential compound generators
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152. Calculate the force experienced by the conductor,
with L = 0.5m and B = 4Wb/m 2 , when the
armature current is 5 Amp?
(a) 5 N

(b) 10 N

(c) 15 N

(d) 20 N

153. Maximum power will be developed when back emf
is
(a) equals to supply voltage
(b) half to supply voltage
(c) doubles to supply voltage
(d) all option are correct
154. Force on a Conductors is
(a) unidirectional

(b) bidirectional

(c) Either of these

(d) none of these

155. No load saturation characteristics are plotted
between
(a) no load voltage and field current
(b) no load voltage and armature current
(c) short circuit current and field current
(d) short circuit current and armature current
156. Transformer oil is used as
(a) An insulator
(b) A coolant
(c) both insulator & coolant
(d) inert medium
157. Which is to be short circuited on performing short
circuit test on a transformer?
(a) Low Voltage Side (b) High voltage Side
(c) Primary side

(d) secondary side

158. A Single Phase 50Hz transformer has high voltage
and low voltage windings of 2200/220 V. What is
the Transformation ratio?
(a) 10

(b) 1/10

(c) 1

(d) None of these

159. If the air gap in an induction motor is increased
_____.
(a) speed of rotor increases
(b) the power factor will decrease
(c) the windage losses will increase
(d) current drawn by the motor increase
160. In three phase induction motor reversing the
supply in two of the phases is called as______.
(a) pole changing
(b) plugging
(c) Increase the torque
(d) to control current
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161. The drive motor used in a mixer-grinder is a
(a) dc motor
(b) induction motor
(c) synchronous motor
(d) universal motor
162. The capacitors used in single-phase capacitor
motors have no
(a) voltage rating
(b) dielectric medium
(c) polarity marking (d) definite value
163. How will the total capacitance change, when two
capacitors are connected in parallel?
(a) The total capacitance increases
(b) The total capacitance decreases
(c) The mean value gives the new capacitance
(d) The total capacitance is found by reciprocal
equation
164. When the load on a reluctance motor is increased
so that it cannot maintain synchronous speed the
motor will
(a) become unstable
(b) draw excessive armature current and may
burn out
(c) fall out of synchronism and come to stand still
(d) run as induction motor
165. A universal motor can run on
(a) A. C. only
(b) D. C. only
(c) either A. C. or D. C.
(d) none of these
166. Which of the following motors has two separate
windings on the motor ?
(a) Repulsion motor
(b) Repulsion induction motor
(c) Repulsion start induction run motor
(d) None of these
167. In high voltage transmission lines, the topmost
conductor is
(a) R-phase conductor
(b) y-phase conductor
(c) B-Phase conductor
(d) Earth conductor

168. Different types of line supports used for
transmission lines include
(a) RCC and PCC poles
(b) steel towers
(c) steel poles
(d) wooden poles, steel poles, RCC and PCC poles
and steel towers
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169. Cables
(a) generate reactive power at light loads and
absorb reactive power at full load
(b) generate reactive power at light loads as well
as full load
(c) absorb reactive power at light loads as well as
full load
(d) absorb reactive power at light loads and
generate reactive power at full load
170. Two condensers of capacity 2F and 3F are
connected in series, a third condenser of 1F is
connected in parallel to them, the resultant
capacity in Farad (F) will be _____.
(a) 6 F

(b) 5/11F

(c) 5/6F

(d) 11/5 F

171. The conductivity of aluminium as compared to
copper is
(a) 1

(b) 0.7

(c) 0.6

(d) 0.5

172. What is the type of insulator used for holding the
HT overhead conductor on straight running of
poles?
(a) Post insulators

(b) Pin-type insulators

(c) Stay insulators

(d) Shackle insulators

173. The type of lamps having highest illumination
efficiency is
(a) mercury vapour lamp
(b) incandescent lamp
(c) Sodium vapour lamp
(d) fluorescent lamp
174. At what level of current flow during electric shock
death is possible .
(a) 1 to 8 milli amp

(b) 50 to 100 milli amp

(c) 10 to 20 milli amp (d) 20 to 50 milli amp
175. Material used for making small rating fuses is
(a) aluminium

(b) copper

(c) silver

(d) lead and tin

176. In the circuit breaker, the arcing contacts are
made of
(a) electrolytic copper (b) copper tungsten alloy
(c) aluminium alloy

(d) porcelain

177. The main consideration in designing Distributor
is
(a) transmission voltage
(b) resistance
(c) voltage drop
(d) current carrying capacity
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178. When in dry condition human body resistance is
around
(a) 100 K

(b) 10 K

(c) 1 K

(d) zero

179. The electric flux and field intensity inside a
conducting sphere is _____.
(a) zero

(b) maximum

(c) uniform

(d) minimum

180. Enclosure of motor is made from
(a) copper

(b) aluminium

(c) cast iron

(d) laminated sheath

181. The unit of plain angle is
(a) radian

(b) steradian

(c) lux

(d) wb

182. The air delivery of fan is indicated by
(a) km3/min

(b) mm3/min

(c) m3/min

(d) cm3/min

183. Which of the following will need the highest level
of illumination?
(a) Proof reading

(b) Bed rooms

(c) Hospitals wards

(d) Railway platforms

184. The source of illumination for a cinema projector
is ___
(a) Incandescent lamp
(b) Mercury vapour lamp
(c) Sodium lamp
(d) Carbon arc lamp
185. As the thickness of the part to be welded increases
which of the following parameter(s) for AC
welding should also increase?
(a) Voltage
(b) Current
(c) Frequency
(d) All of these

186. Which of the following motor is suitable for driving
cranes, hoists, centrifugal pumps, conveyor belt
etc.?
(a) DC series motor
(b) DC shunt motor
(c) DC compound wound motor
(d) Any of these
187. The main application of indirect arc furnace is to
melt
(a) Iron
(b) Steel
(c) Non-ferrous metals
(d) None of these
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188. The tips of the electrodes, for spot welding are
made of
(a) Carbon
(b) Copper alloy or pure copper
(c) Mica
(d) Porcelain
189. The germanium crystal behaves as an insulator
at
(a) 0°K
(b) 273°K
(c) 5°K
(d) None of these

190. In p-n junction with no external voltage, the
electric field between the acceptor and the donor
ions is called a
(a) barrier
(b) threshold
(c) peak
(d) path
191. The DC output power across a load of R ohms in
a, half wave rectifier with a current flowing of
peak value Im, is
2
(a) l m R / 

(c)

 
 l R 2
m

2

(b)  l m /  2 / R
(c)  l m / 2 2R

192. The common emitter transistor circuit has
(a) high gain
(b) low gain
(c) negligible gain
(d) no gain
193. The circuit that provides the best stabilisation of
operating point is
(a) base resistor bias
(b) collector feedback bias
(c) potential divider bias
(d) None of these
194. In an amplifier the maximum power transfer to
the load resistance should be
(a) as small as possible
(b) as large as possible
(c) equal to the value of the input resistance of
the amplifier
(d) equal to the value of the output increases
195. In a synchronous motor the rotor copper losses,
are met by
(a) armature input
(b) d. c. source
(c) motor input
(d) supply lines
196. The change of D.C. excitation of a synchronous
motor changes
(a) motor speed
(b) applied voltage of the motor
(c) power of factor
(d) all option are correct
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197. The advantage of stationary armature of a
synchronous machine is
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199. In a 3-phase synchronous motor , If the direction
of its field current is reversed

(a) reducing number of slip rings on the rotor

(a) the winding of the motor will burn

(b) difficulty of providing high voltage insulation
on rotor

(b) the motor will stop

(c) armature is associated with large power as
compared to the field circuits

(d) the motor continue to run in the same
direction

(d) all option are correct
198. In which of the following motors the stator and
rotor fields rotate simultaneously

(c) the motor will run in the reverse direction

200. The back e.m.f. of a synchronous motor depends
on

(a) Reluctance motor (b) Universal motor
(c) D. C. motor

(d) Synchronous motor

(a) speed

(b) load

(c) load angle

(d) all option are correct

AN SWERS
1. (a)

2. (c)

3. (d)

4. (b)

5. (c)

6. (a)

7. (b)

8. (b)

9. (c)

10. (d)

11. (c)

12. (b)

13. (c)

14. (d)

15. (b)

16. (c)

17. (b)

18. (c)

19. (b)

20. (a)

21. (d)

22. (c)

23. (d)

24. (c)

25. (c)

26. (d)

27. (d)

28. (c)

29. (a)

30. (b)

31. (a)

32. (d)

33. (b)

34. (a)

35. (d)

36. (a)

37. (d)

38. (c)

39. (b)

40. (a)

41. (c)

42. (d)

43. (c)

44. (d)

45. (b)

46. (d)

47. (a)

48. (d)

49. (c)

50. (d)

51. (b)

52. (d)

53. (a)

54. (c)

55. (c)

56. (a)

57. (d)

58. (d)

59. (c)

60. (c)

61. (c)

62. (a)

63. (b)

64. (c)

65. (d)

66. (c)

67. (c)

68. (b)

69. (c)

70. (c)

71. (a)

72. (c)

73. (b)

74. (a)

75. (d)

76. (b)

77. (a)

78. (d)

79. (d)

80. (d)

81. (a)

82. (b)

83. (b)

84. (a)

85. (a)

86. (b)

87. (a)

88. (d)

89. (b)

90. (b)

91. (c)

92. (b)

93. (b)

94. (a)

95. (b)

96. (b)

97. (d)

98. (a)

99. (b)

100. (a)

101. (c)

102. (d)

103. (c)

104. (b)

105. (b)

106. (b)

107. (d)

108. (b)

109. (c)

110. (a)

111. (c)

112. (d)

113. (a)

114. (d)

115. (b)

116. (b)

117. (c)

118. (a)

119. (d)

120. (b)

121. (b)

122. (d)

123. (a)

124. (d)

125. (c)

126. (b)

127. (a)

128. (c)

129. (d)

130. (d)

131. (a)

132. (d)

133. (a)

134. (c)

135. (b)

136. (a)

137. (b)

138. (a)

139. (c)

140. (a)

141. (d)

142. (a)

143. (b)

144. (a)

145. (c)

146. (b)

147. (a)

148. (c)

149. (a)

150. (d)

151. (d)

152. (b)

153. (b)

154. (* )

155. (a)

156. (c)

157. (a)

158. (b)

159. (b)

160. (b)

161. (d)

162. (c)

163. (a)

164. (* )

165. (c)

166. (*)

167. (d)

168. (d)

169. (* )

170. (d)

171. (c)

172. (a)

173. (c)

174. (b)

175. (d)

176. (b)

177. (c)

178. (a)

179. (a)

180. (c)

181. (a)

182. (d)

183. (a)

184. (d)

185. (* )

186. (a)

187. (c)

188. (* )

189. (a)

190. (a)

191. (b)

192. (a)

193 (b)

194. (c)

195. (b)

196. (c)

197. (d)

198. (d)

199. (d)

200. (c)
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EXPL ANATI ONS
2. AC: Cool  AC is used to cool the room. Heater:
Heat?Heater is used to heat the room.

14.

YVS

3. Milk:Drink  Milk is drunk. Food: Eat The
food is eaten.
D (6)  J
R(6)  X
4. DRUM 
 JXAS,
U (6)  A
M (6)  S

TOMB:ZOMV
LYMP:NOWN

TOM B
=
ZOM V

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

DGJ?
QTW?
RUY?
XAD?

W(-3)=T

T(-3)=Q

Q

Y(-3)=V

V(-3)=S

S

T(-3)=Q

Q(-3)=N

N

F(-3)=C

C(-5)=X(Different)

X

S(-5)=N

N(-5)=I

I

P(-5)=K
F(-5)=A

K(-6)=E(Different)
A(-5)=V

E

Y(-5)=T

T(-5)=O

16.

V
O

41-54 = [41-54 = -13]
59-72 = [59-72 = -13]
66-69 = [66-69 = -13]
54-77 = [54-77 = 23] (An sw er .)

T (8)  L
O(10)  Y
M (0)  M
B(14)  P
V (8)  N
M (10)  W
O(0)  O
Z (14)  N

17.

=

G(+3)=J
T(+3)=W
U(+4)=Y(Different)
A(+3)=D

 16  3

 24 
16 – 24 = 
 2


 18  3

 27 
18 – 27 = 
2



TOM B
ZOM V

 19  3

 28.5
19 – 28.5 = 
2


 17  3

 25.5  (Different)
17 – 23.5 = 
2


22
26
=
55
65

18.

=

41:62 = [41-62 = -21],
Similarly, 37:58 = [37-58 = -21]
63:108 18 = [6×3 = 18],
Similarly, 42:8 = [4×2 = 8]
7:346 = [73 + 3 = 346]
Similarly, 9:732 = [93 + 3 = 732]
There is water in the river, sea and lake. While
soil in the ground.
Eagles, birds and parrots, they can fly in the air.
While the rabbits do not fly.
Australian Ocean is not the ocean.

D(+3)=G
Q(+3)=T
R(+3)=U
X(+3)=A

SNI
FAV
YTO

M (4)  Q
O(3)  L
Similarly, MORK  R(4)  V  QLVH
K (3)  H

8.

FCX

PKE

S(4)  W
T (3)  Q
6. STOP  O(4)  S  WQSM,
P (3)  M

7.

TQN

15.

C (6)  I
R(6)  X
Similarly, CROP  O(6)  U  IXUV
P (6)  V
5.

WTQ

J
W
Y
D

38
95

5
=   (Equal answer),
2
30
6
=
(different answer)
85
17
19. (5). confusion (4). Connect (3). Conquer (1).
Consideration (2). Consist
20. Elated, Element, El i gi bl e, Emergence, Eminent
21. Hinder, Historic, Hobble, H ol d
22.

MOB

CER

KMZ

SU H

M(+8)=U U(+8)=C C(+8)=K K(+8)=S

S

O(+8)=W W(+8)=E E(+8)=M M(+8)=U

U

J(+8)=R R(+8)=Z Z(+8)=H

H

B(+8)=J
23.

UWJ

FQ

JW

NC

RI

F(+4)=J

J(+4)=N

N(+4)=R

R

Q(+4)=W

W(+4)=C

C(+4)=I

I
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24.

25.

26.

27.

L(+5)
G(+5)
B(+5)
W(+5)

33. (+) = (-), (-) = (), () = (), () = (+)
Changing the sign according to instruction
(120  8-25  36 + 6)

= G,
= B,
= W,
= R,

R(+5) = M
23 = [23 + 76 = 99]
99 = [99 + 23 = 122]
122 = [122 + 99 = 221]
221 = [221 + 122 = 343]
343

34.

46 = [46  5 + 5 = 235]
235 = [235  4 + 5 = 945]
945 = [945  3 + 5 = 2840]
2840 = [2840  2 + 5 = 5685]
5685 = [5685  1 + 5 = 5690]
5690

Condition (2)  A # B = A is brother of B. So Y #Z
= Y is Z’s brother. So X is also the father of Z.
Condition (3)  A $ B = A is the son of B So Z $ W
= Z is the son of W.
36.
7-4 = 3
4-10 = -6(an sw er .)
1-5 = -4

 13  (3)

 19.5
13 = 
2


 19.5  (4)

 39 
19.5 = 
2


39
(5)



 95.5
39 = 
 2


Toyota is ahead
of Mercedes

Suzuki is ahead
of Toyota

 120 
  25 + 36 – 6
(120  8  25 + 36 – 6) = 
 8 
= 15  25 + 30 = 405

19$266 = 14 [266/19 = 14]
8$160 = 20 [160/8 = 20]
9$54 = 6 [54/9 = 6] (answer.)
35. Condition (1)  A * B = A is the father of B. So X
* Y = X is the father of Y. X is the father.

37. The ordering of ‘C’ is progressing forward in each
term.
4

AB A C B AB AB,
3

AB C AB AB AB,

 97.5  (6)

 292.5
97.5 = 
2


292.5
28.
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2

A C B AB AB AB,
1

C AB AB AB AB,

Hond is between
BMW & Suzuki

9

AB AB AB AB C ,

MercedesToyota Suzuki Honda BMWDIRECTION

H on da
29. A, said to B- Groom was the son of his sister (A’s
sister’s son)
B said to A- The bride, the wife of his brother’s
daughter (the brother of B’s ??brother) = that is
the wife of B’s brother’s son. (son of A’s ‘sister’)
Therefore, A i s t h e si st er of B’s ??br ot her ’s w i fe.
31. Alphabetical order(On futher reading)


CONTEND = 3,15,14,20,5,14, 4
Similarly SAY = 19, 1, 25

(reading from back side)


XLMGVMW = 3,15,14,20,5,14, 4
Similarly HZB = 19, 1, 25
32.
8193 = Sow and you rap
……..(1)
9862 = you and I go
……………(2)
8534 = pig and sow eat
………(3)
From (2) & (3), 8  and
From (1) & (3), 3 = sow (an sw er .)

8

AB AB AB A C , B

38.

Auto begin to move 3.5 km from A to B, then
2.5 km from B to C, than 6.5 km from C to D,
then 2.5 km from D to E.

AE = BE-BA
= CD-BA (BE = CD)
= 6.5-3.5
= 3k m
Hence auto is 3 km east from the starting point.
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102. Resistance of conductor depend on length, material
and temperature, cross section Area.

el
A
e = resistivity of material

R=

103. In series connection R current is same in each
resistance.

I1

Ph
R1

R3

R2

104. SI unit of conductance is siemens (  ).
105. Resistance 
A and B begin to move from point O. A move
10 km from O to P, then 7 km from P to Q. B
move 6 km from O to R, then 5 km from R to S,
than 13 km from S to T.


40
 20
2

R

2A

QT = OP + RS
= 10 + 5 = 15 km

Hence Taxi B 15 k m Sou t h of A.

40v

40.
Conductance 

1
1

Re sis tan ce 20

 .05    siemens
106. In series connection charges are equal.

C C
q = CV

C

C = V1 + V2 + V3

q
q
q
q


=
C1 C2 C3
Ceq

41.

1 1 1
1
=
 
C
C C
Ceq

Ceq = C/3
107.

50. AWRY = 20, 96, 56, 77
101. Potential difference is the difference in electrical
potential between two points. The voltage
between two points is equal to the work done per
unit of charge against a static electric field to
move a test charge between two point.
Measurement unit of potential difference is volt,

Joule
Coulomb

Resistance ‘R’  e
Conductivity 
Resistivity 
R=

l
A

1
Resistivity
1
m/
12
1
14


2
12
 .6 
4

= 4.17 
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108. According to color coding of resistance.

Tellengen’s theorem states that sum of power
delivered is zero for each branch of any electrical
network at any instant of time.

50 + 2% = 50 × 10° + 20%
Gr een
Black Black Red
So Ans is Green Black Black Red.
109.
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113.

3A 8
V = IR
=3×8

Volume = Area × length
Resistance is stretch to double it original length
for constant volume. The area will be half.
R=
i.e.

el
A

l2 = 2 l1, A 2 

= 24 V
114. For maximum power theorem load resistance is
equal to source resistance

A1
2

Rt h

I

RL

Vt h

R1
l A
= 1 2
R2
l2 A1
A1
20 =
2
2l1  A1
R2

Imax =

l1 

=

R2 = 80

if resistance is cut in two half of equal length then
resistance will half the value.

Vth
2R th

Pmax = I2Rth Pmax  I2 R th

40


2

Vth
R
 th  R L 

40



2
Vth

4  R th 

2

R th

2
Vth
4R th

115. For maximum power transform
ZL = Z*S
ZL = (7 + 3j)*

4V
4
I=
 0.2A
20
110. Heat Dissipate ‘w’ = I2 R × t
= (1)2 × 10 × 5

= (7 – 3J)
5

I1 =  4   5 A
2
44

116.

= 50 watt-sec
111. According to Kirchhoff ’s current law, at any node
(junction) in an electric circuit, the sum of current
flowing into that node is equal to the sum of
current flowing out of the node. The algebraic
sum of the current in a network of conductor
meeting at a point is zero.

i  o
112. Tellegen’s theorem is based on the principle of
law of conservation of energy.
n

 Vk ik  0

k 1

A

2

2
I1

5A +

I2

2
2
2

B
VAB = 2  5  4 
= 10 + 10

5
2

= 20 volt
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117. For finding Norton’s resistance, all sources
replace by his internal resistance. Internal
resistance of voltage source is zero.

4

2

4
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120. Current source is conversed into voltage source.

3

3
IA

2

6A

A

3

3

3v

6
B

3

Rth = 6  6  6

3

VA

3

IA

=3+6
=9

3

18v

118. For maximum power transfer

3v

ZS = Rth + jXth
ZL = ZS*

VA  18 VA VA  3


0
6
3
3
VA – 18 + 2VA + 2VA – 6 = 0

= (10 + J20)*
= (10 – 20J)
40
10  20J  10  20J 

I=

5VA = 24

VA = 4.8

= 2A

IA =

P = I2 Rth
= (2)2 × 10

122. Magnetic line of force travel south to north in
the magnet and north to south outside of magnet.
Magnetic line of force is form closed path.
Magnetic line of force do not cut each other.

= 40 watt
119. It is Balance bridge
R1R3 = R2R4
So no current will flow to R4 resistor.

R2 = 2

123. Diamagnetic material oppose the magnetic flux
that passes through then so Diamagnetic material
is a not magnetic material.
124.

MMF = 14 A turn

1

R

=

2

VA 4.8

 1.6
3
3

2V

3

I

4

R

=

2

R4 = 2

N = 140
Amper = MMF/Turn



14
140
= .1


2V

2

2

2

2

125. Eddy current loss (We)  KeB2m f 2 t 2 v watt
Ke = constant of proportionality
Bm = Maximum flux density in Wb/m2
f = frequency in H2

Power Deliver

 242   242

4
4
= 288 watt

t = thickness of the lamination in meter
V = volume of the armature core in m3
So eddy current loss do not depend on
susceptibility of material.
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126.

Flux () =

134. Phase current

MMF
Reluctance

1



48
= 12
4
127. Magnetic field strength H

3
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Iph 

int ensity of magnetization
Susceptibility

line current in Delta connected System.

10
3

= 5.77 A

1
1
135. X C 

2fc 2  50  4  103

0.084
0.0012
= 70 A/m


5

128. Coupling factor ‘K”

4mF .15H

I



Mutual induc tan ce  m 
Self induc tan ce  L 

40

=1
40

220V, 50Hz
1
1.256
= 0.8p


129. Eddy current Loss (w) = Ke.B2m .f 2 .v.t2

XL = 2fL

Ke = eddy current coefficient

= 2 × 50 × 1.5 = 47.1 

Bm = flux density w/m2, Tesla

Voltage across capacitor (4mf)

t = thickness in meter

v = volume in cubic meter



F = supply frequency
w = 1 × (3) × (50) × 2 × (.03) = 40.5 watt
2

2

2

130. Magnetic field at the center of solenoid H

µNI

a
a = radius of solenoid

300  5
B = 4  11  10 7 
.5
= 3.77 mT
131.

X C = 8
R = 8

XL= 2

Z=


132. Rms voltage (Vrms) 


133. Quality factor (Q) 

Q

R2   X L  XC 

 8  2   8  2 2

= 10

P eak voltage
2
1000
2

= 707 volt

1
Band width
1
30





VS X C
R2   X C  X L 

2

220  .8

 52   47.1  .82

= 3.73 volt
137. For pure sinusoidal wave for,

Vrms 

Vm
2

2
V
 m
form factor  RMS
Average
Vav 

Vm

2
2
V
 m


 1.1
2 2


Crest factor 


Peak
RMS

Vm

Vm / 2

= 1.414

So for sinusoidal wave form factor = 1.1
Crest factor = 1.414
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146. For balance AC bridge

V = 40 sin wt volt
I = 20 sin (wt + 45°) Amp
average power = Vrms Irms cos



40
2



20
2

cos 45

I3
Z3

Initial current in inductor is zero, then at t = 0
current flow in inductor is zero. So at t = 0 current
flow in RL circuit is zero.

1

w

LC

 Z1  Z4  Z2  Z3
 1  4  2  3

for balance bridge no current will flow through IC.
147.

R Sh 

Hz

Rsh

m

1

 5 2  5

200  103

= 60°

 w  w2 
3 1

 w1  w 2 
w1 + w2 = w1 – w2
tan 60 =

145.

w1 = 0

1
Sensitivity 
full scale Deflaction of current
10  10

Rise time 



w = w1 + w2

50 = 0 + w2

w2 = 50 watt

= 100

0.35
Band width
0.35
10

= 35 msec

100
 5.26 
 20  1

  w  w2  
Q = tan 1  3  1
 

  w1  w 2  
Power factor = cos  = 0.5

1
Deflection sensitivity

3

 20

148. Total wattmeter Reading = w1 + w2

1

v/m
10
= 0.1 v/m



10  103

R Sh 

142. Ammeter is connected series with load and has
low internal resistance. Voltmeter is connected
parallel to load and has high internal resistance.

1

Rm
7

LS

141. Wien’s bridge is use, to measure frequency.

144.

Rm

 m  1

Radian

= 8 mH

143. Deflection factor 

Z4

1

S
L

I4

I3 = I4

139. Current flow in inductor does not flow
instantaneously.

1

c
I4

I1 = I3

= 282.84 watt

2 LC

Z2

I1

40  20 1


2
2

140. Resonance frequency f r 

I2

Z1

149.

So watt meter reading is w1 = 0, w2 = 50 watt
L = 10 + 6 µ H

K 

1 2 dL
I
2 d

dL
d

10  6 = 6
d d 



1 36  6  10 6

= 10.8 Rad
2
10  10 6
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1 2 dL
I
in moving iron instrument. If
2 d
current is Halted then torque will be 1/4 i.e.

150. Torque 

On fourth because Torque  I

2

151. Differential compound generator is use for arc
welding.
152. Force experienced by the conductor ‘F’
= BIL
= 4 × 5 × .5
= 10 N
B = flux Density
L = inductance

this will cause a poores power factor at all load,
magnetic, flux in the air gap will decrease and
leakage fluxes will increase, so slip reduce.

S=

R
 leakage reatance 
x2

then speed increases.
160. Plugging braking of induction motor is done by
interchanging connections of any two phase of
stator with respect to supply terminals. During
plugging the slip is (2-5), is the original slip of the
running motor’s, then it can be shown in the
following way.

Sn 

I = Current
153. Maximum power developed
Pm = E b Ia  VIa  Ia2 Ra

dPm
for maximum power dI  0
a
V – 2IaRa = 0

V = 2IaRa

V
2
Eb = V – IaRa
v
Eb  v 
2

 w ms  w m
 w ms

 25

161. Universal motor used in portable drill, mixer Jig
saw, sanders. Universal motor is AC series motor,
operating at normal power line frequency
universal motor are often founds in a Range less
then 1000 watt. Speed of universal motor is very
high.
162. Capacitor used in single phase capacitor motors
have no polarity marking because AC supply
given to capacitor in single phase capacitor motor.
No polarity is require for AC supply in capacitor
operation.

Ia R a 

v
2
So the maximum power developed when back emf
is equal to half of supply voltage.
Eb 

155. No load saturation characteristics are plotted
between no load voltage and field current.
156. Oil of transformer is for both insulator and coolant.
157. For short circuit test, low voltage winding is short
circuit.

N
E
158. Transformer Ratio  2  2
N1 E1

Polarity is require in DC operation because
DC voltage has positive and negative terminal
use.
163. Two capacitor connected in parallel.
q = CV
In parallel voltage is same and charges depend
upon capacitor.
q1 = C1V
q2 = C2V

q = q1 + q2

CeqV = C1V + C2V

220
1


2200
10
159. Magnet zing reatance  X m  
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1
air gap length

if the air gap induction motor increase then
permeability of magnetic circuit rotor to stator
decrease. The magnetic induction of motor
decreases. The magnetizing current will increases

Ceq = C1 + C2

So in parallel connection of capactor, total
capacitor is increase.
165. A universal motor is type of electrical motor that
can operate on either AC or DC. It is a
commutated series–wound motor when the
stator’s field coil are connected in series with rotor
winding. Through a commutator it is often
referred to as an AC series motor.
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167. In high voltage transmission lines, the top most
conductor is earth conductor because to protect
the phase wire from lightning. The earth
conductor is usually arounded at the top of the
supporting structure to minimize the likehood of
direct lighting strike to the phase conductors.

175. Alloy of lead and tin material used for making
small rating fuse the 15A.

170.

176. Tungsten copper materials are use for archiny
contact in SF 6 circuit Breaker for high and
medium voltage application.

Ceq = C1  C2  C3

 2  31


23
1
23



6
1
5

11
F
5
171. Aluminium has 61 percent of the conductivity of
copper, but has only 30 percent of the weight of
copper. That means that a bare wire of aluminium
weight half as much as a bare wire of copper that
has same electrical resistance.


Aluminium is generally more inexpensive when
compare to copper conductor.
172. Pin type insulator used for holding the HT
overhead conductor on straight running of poles
of 11kv line. Pin type insultators are used for
transmission and distribution of electrical power
at voltage up and 33 k. Beyond operating voltage
of 33kv, the Pin type insulators become too bulky
and hence uneconomical.
Shackle insultors are used in low voltage
distribution lines. Shackle insulator are used at
the end of distribution line or at sharp turn where
there us excessive tensile load on the lines. There
insulators can be mounted either in vertical or
horizontal position.
173. Lumen efficiency the ratio µF luminous flux to
power incandescent lamp
= (15 – 20) lumen/watt
fluorescent lamp = 65 lumen/watt
Halogen lamp = 24 lumen/watt
Sodium vapour lamp = 200 lumen/watt
Mercury vapour lamp = (35 – 65) lumen/watt
So, sodium vapour lamp has highest illumination
efficiency.
174. Any electrical device used on a house wiring
circuit can, under certain condition, transmit a
fatal current, while any amount of current over
10 mailings is capable of producing painful to
severe shock, current between 100–200 mA are
shock death is possible.

Alloy is not used as for high rating because
diameter of the wire will be large and after fusing
the metal release will be excessive. Beyond 15A
rating circuit, copper wire fuse are used.

177. A distributor is a conductor from which tappings
are take for supply to the consumers current
through the distributor is not constant because
tappings are taken at various place along its
length. While designing a distribution, voltage
drop along its length is a main consideration since
the statutory limit of voltage variation is 16% of
Rate value at the consumer’s terminals.
178. Dry condition human body resistance is around
1000 k. Resistance of Body Decreases with wet
condition.
179. Electrical flux intensity inside a conducting sphere
is zero because total flux enclosed inside the
conductor size zero

 0.ds  charge enclosed
 E 0 .ds  0
 0
180. Enclosure of motor is made from cast iron.
181. Unit of plain angle is radian.
182. Air delivery of fan is indicated by cm3/min.
air delivery is the volume of air swept out by the
celling fan per unit time.
183. At proof Reading needs the highest level of
illumination.
184. Carbon arc lamp is use for illumination for a
cinema projector.
186. DC series motor is suitable for driving cranes,
hoists centrifugal pumps, conveyor belt etc.
187. Indirect arc furrous is to melt no ferrous mateals,
even through it can be used in iron foundries
where small quantities of iron is required
frequently. This process is more suitable when
charge is to be varied frequency or where heating
is intermittent.
189. The germanium crystal behaves as an insulator
at 0°K at 0°K the electron in valance band of
semiconductor do not passes enough thermal
energy to overcome forbidden energy gap. So
semiconductors stop conducting and behave as
insulator.
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190. After joining P-type and n-type semiconductor,
electron from the n-region near the P-n interface
tend to diffuse into the n region leaving behind
positively charged ions in the n region and being
recombined with holes, forming negative charge
ions in P-region like wise, hole from p-type region
near p-n interface being to diffuse into n-type
region, leaving behind negative charged ions in
p-region and recombining with electrons, forming
positive ion in the n-region. The region near the
P-N interface lose their neutrality and most
carrier forming barrier potential.

Vm
191. VDC in half wave rectifier  

I
IDC  m

2
power output across load = I DCR

192. Common emitter diode has high voltage, current
and power gain.
193 Collector back bias circuit provides the best
stabilisation of operating point.
194. For maximum power transfer of amplifier load
resistance should equal to source resistance i.e.
value of Input resistance of amplifier.
195. In synchronous motor the rotor copper losses are
met by DC source because DC power supply
applied on rotor of synchronous motor.
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196. The change in DC excitation of sychronous motor
provide the required magnetic flux. One of the
major and unique characteristics of this motor is
that it can be operated at any electrical power
factor lagging, leading or unity and this is based
on the excitation of synchronous motor.
197. Advantage of stationary armature of synchronous
machine–
1. Reducing number of slip ring on the rotor
only 2 slip ring use because DC supply in rotor
has two terminal.
2. Difficulty of providing high voltage insulation
on rotor.
3. Armature is associated with large power or
compared to the field circuit.
198. Slip of synchronous motor is zero, so rotor and
stator field rotate simultaneously.
199. If Direction of field : reverse in 3-phase
synchronous motor, Rotor will lose its magnetic
interlocking with stator for a second but due to
ineria of the rotor, it will be rotating with same
speed. Now the stator speed is faster then rotor,
as a result the rotor field is again interlocked with
stator at particular point of time during run.
200. Back emf of the synchronous motor depend on
load angle.
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